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Business To back off from (a stated policy or financial commitment): "The US was preparing
to unwind its asset purchase programme as the economy picked up".unwind definition: 1. If
you unwind something that is wrapped around an object, you unfasten it, and if it unwinds, it
becomes unfastened: 2. to relax and allow.To unwind is to close out a trading position, with
the term tending to be used when the trade is complex or large. Unwinding also refers to the
correction of a.There's no sticky gloss in the tube — the lipstick unwinds from inside the cap
and applies with sheer and shimmering coverage, thanks to a hint of Colombian.8 synonyms of
unwind from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 31 related words, definitions, and
antonyms. Find another word for unwind.Unwind is a science fiction novel by young adult
literature author Neal Shusterman. It takes place in the United States, after a civil war
somewhere in the .Synonyms for unwind at bastelfischlein.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for unwind.unwind meaning,
definition, what is unwind: to relax and stop feeling anxious: Learn more.Unwind definition:
When you unwind, you relax after you have done something that makes you tense or tired.
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and.Define unwind (verb) and get synonyms. What is
unwind (verb)? unwind (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.If
true, if the path is null, missing, or an empty array, $unwind outputs the document. If false,
$unwind does not output a document if the path is null, missing.5 days ago Then Trump's
unwinding became even more alarming. He tried to convince his listeners that his press
conference in Helsinki, which he echoed.A very little known science fiction book series
written by Neal Shusterman. Unwind is set in a world where children can be retrospectively
aborted by their.From Middle English unwinden, from Old English unwindan (“to unwind;
unwrap” ), from Proto-Germanic *andawindana (“to unwind”), equivalent to un- +
wind.Collocations: unwind the [rope, string, yarn], the [rope] unwound, unwind and relax,
more Forum discussions with the word(s) "unwind" in the title: Can't unwind.Unwind
definition, to undo or loosen from or as if from a coiled condition: to unwind a rolled bandage;
to unwind a coiled rope. See more.Hedgehogs, Whirls, and Zippers. Topologically ordered
materials at certain ranges of temperature and magnetic field can form a regular lattice of
magnetic.Biophys J. Apr 10;(7) doi: /bastelfischlein.com Unwinding of the Substrate
Transmembrane Helix in Intramembrane Proteolysis.With no historical precedent, the U.S.
Federal Reserve's unwinding process is a significant event in the financial sphere. Learn what
it could mean for world.The literal meaning of the verb unwind is exactly what it sounds like
— the opposite of "wind," or twist. But when someone says they need to unwind, they
mean.Myofascial unwinding is a term coined by John Barnes to describe a type of physical
movement that comes from a higher intelligence which he often describes.Craniosacral
Unwinding is a therapeutic modality that offers a specialty training for the body worker,
massage therapies, chiropractor, physical therapist, anyone .As George Packer writes in “The
Unwinding,” a gripping narrative survey of contemporary America, the Hartzells were
“estranged from their.Unwinding, also called harvesting or summary division, is the process of
dissecting a child's body parts to be transplanted into different recipients. To some.
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